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Hello and thank you for reading this informative 
Business Profile that describes our “Phase 1 Rollout 
Dealer to Dealer Services.” Please note that this pre-
sentation was not designed as a full business plan. 
CarBids was founded by Dan Langley who has over 
25 years in automotive dealer executive management 
which includes extensive experience in bulk new 
and used vehicle purchasing for major automotive 
groups. He has traveled the United States buying 
vehicles from brick and mortar auctions. Dan’s vision 
is to create an easy to use platform that is accessible 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week for dealers and bro-
kers to buy and sell vehicles online.

As you will read in this business profile, CarBids will be doing several things other online 
auctions do not. CarBids encompasses current technologies that bring a multitude of benefits 
to those who use our platforms. We say platforms with an “S” because our “Dealer to Dealer” 
website will serve automotive dealers and brokers, while our second website will be geared 
towards retail consumers. We have custom written and designed this business profile to “sell 
itself” to potential qualified business partners and cooperatives that will form mutually bene-
ficial relationships in both capital and operations.  Our intentions are to provide ample infor-
mation while protecting our IP (intellectual property). This document is not a solicitation for 
investment unless accompanied by a formal PPM (private placement memorandum) and no 
promise or offer of securities are being outlined herein.

CarBids is changing and disrupting the way vehicles are purchased by dealers and retail con-
sumers alike. A lot of planning has been completed and remains ongoing by our CBDT (Core 
Business Development Team). This presentation directly flows with our second business 
profile for our Retail Consumers. CarBids is excited about launching our two platforms and 
welcome your reply. 

N o w  E v e r y o n e  W i n s !

Introduction to CarBids.com

Dan Langley
Founder and CEO CarBids.com
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Phase One begins with the launch of our Dealer to Dealer online auction platform that has 
been custom designed in cooperation with Autoxloo.com, the leader in online auction soft-
ware. Currently, CarBids has secured interests from over 400 dealers and wholesalers who are 
excited and eager to use this platform. This number will grow quickly over the first 24 months 
of operations.  

The capital we raise and the cooperatives we build in phase one of our CarBids development 
will be the foundation for transitioning into phase 2 development. Our state of the art plat-
forms will be easy to navigate and use while providing options, services, and 24/7 access that 
other platforms fall short on delivering.

There are many other aspects we will 
share as we evolve.

Phase One Development
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In Phase Two, CarBids will design and launch a “Reverse Auction” web-
site for retail consumers. Our business profile for this phase provides a 

detailed outline of what we will be doing. The “Reverse Auction” concept 
puts the power of negotiations into the hands of the retail consumer who 

posts their needs to our website as a guest or a member, then receives “Bids” 
from our dealers and vendors providing a range of options for our retail con-

sumers. We will be partnering with Autoxloo.com to build a software platform that 
operates both effectively and efficiently.

This unique approach is 
ground breaking and will 
give our retail Customers a 
larger selection of options 
to choose from.

Phase Two Development
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CarBids will do three things that will draw new dealers to work through us and for existing 
dealers to keep using us.

CarBids will be one of the most com-
plete, yet economical and easy to use 
online auctions available while also 
providing multiple optional service ar-
eas that we will not constantly pitch to 
our customers.

CarBids will offer beneficial 
and helpful features on our 
website and mobile app plat-
forms that are appealing to 
users.

CarBids will function similarly to 
the top online auction sites so 
that navigation is not too great 
of a learning curve while being 
technologically advanced in what 
features are available for use.

When you see how CarBids.com will operate and function we are confident that you will see 
that there are many reasons to choose us over the competition.

1
2
3
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1 – Sale/Wholesale Vehicle Purchases: 

The CarBids platform provides a simple two-way 
transaction to buy or sell.  A fee of $89 is charged 
to both the buyer and the seller resulting in $178 
in revenue per transaction for CarBids. Our plat-
form will provide an easy to use online auction that 
allows our dealers to buy and or sell their vehicles 
easily to other dealers 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week.

2 – Transportation:

CarBids will work with select local, regional, and 
national transport carriers with the ability to quickly 
pick-up and deliver one or more vehicles at a rea-
sonable price.  Our Dealers are welcome to use their 
own transportation method, however, when they 
use our arranged transportation, we will earn addi-
tional revenue courtesy of a 5% finder’s fee.

CarBids will start its operations providing (4) primary services to dealers who 
will use our online auction daily.
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4 – Concierge Suite: 

CarBids will provide our dealers with custom de-
signed concierge services based on individual 
needs that are specific to each purchase transac-
tion or delivery.  From custom detailing to aesthetic 
enhancements, accessories, and GPS tracking in-
stallations to white glove door to door delivery the 
fees we charge can get up to $1,099 and go higher 
based on the requirements of each dealer individu-
ally.  These services are quoted individually through 
our website and the minimum transaction fee for our 
service is $199.

3 - Service Provider and Vendor Services:

CarBids will charge a monthly or annual fee to 
give select service providers and vendors access 
to the dealers who use CarBids.  With an initial 
focus on national providers to promote their 
products and services through our platform un-
der controlled conditions and an easy transaction 
process that limits circumvention of our platform.  
This monthly fee will only be $49.95 as we build 
our user-base. 

Our 
goal is to 
build-out this offering

as we evolve and grow 
CarBids.
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Small, Medium, and Large Dealerships:

CarBids already has over   400+ small, medium, and large automobile dealerships 
ready to sign-up on our Dealer to Dealer Auction platform, and we are confident that we can 
grow this number substantially over a short period of time. The good news about our auto 
auction platform is that any dealer can use it anywhere in the entire United States, including 
Hawaii and Alaska.  No matter how small or how big the dealership is, CarBids will quickly 
become a go-to resource for vehicle purchases and sales. We refer to the dealers and brokers 
we serve as “Clients” and CarBids will treat everyone we serve with the highest standards in 
customer service before, during, and after the transaction for each purchase or sale made on 
our platform.
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From bulk sales and purchases, to fleet liquidation and dealership close-outs, or relocation, 
CarBids will be a resource for larger Clients. This is because using our platform is easy, 
economical, and accessible 24/7 for our Clients’ convenience. Dealerships and Automotive 
Groups often have more than one Buyer who need to facilitate the sale and purchase of the 
vehicles they have in inventory and those they want to acquire on varying schedules.  The 
“time independent” nature of our service eliminates this restriction. 

CarBids will be a valued resource and we already have commitment from several larger scale 
Automotive Groups who will be using our platform upon launch and we will work to grow 
through our awareness campaigns and great word of mouth from current users.

Automotive Groups, Large Scale 
Retailers, Auction Houses, and 

Corporations:
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CarBids.com has a long-term contractual partnership with Autoxloo.com and we will be 
incorporating their advanced technologies into the CarBids.com website. These technolo-
gies are already proven in the marketplace and will give CarBids.com an incredible advan-
tage as we evolve. We will be happy to elaborate on our Partnership with Autoxloo upon 
request.

Our Website
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Working in a partnership with www.Autoxloo.com, our website will incorporate their ad-
vanced technologies seamlessly in a unique configuration designed just for CarBids.com 
where our brokers and dealers will find it easy to use the features we offer. Autoxloo’s IP 
(intellectual property) is now a part of the CarBids.com platform and our partnership en-
sures that our website will be reliable, fast, and secure.

Our Technology
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Selling dealers and wholesalers will no longer have to wait to take their 
vehicles off of their lots for days, hoping they will sell at auction.  Both 
buying and selling dealers can access the buy and/or sell features of 
CarBids.com online auction 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This saves 
both the buying and selling dealers, along with wholesalers, substan-
tial time and money while providing convenience.

Key excitement for buying dealers, selling dealers, and wholesalers 
here is “No matter what the sale price of the vehicle is”, CarBids will 
only charge an $89 flat fee to buy and an $89 flat fee to sell, paid indi-
vidually by the buyers and sellers.  This fee is the lowest in the coun-
try. This feature alone can save individual dealers and brokers tens of 
thousands of dollars a year and much more, allowing them to generate 
more profit for themselves.

The “Hot Search” feature is, by far, one of the most exciting features 
to both selling and buying dealers alike. Dealers and wholesalers are 
consistently letting CarBids know how much they are anticipating and 
looking forward to this specific feature. CarBids “Hot Search” program 
takes a tremendous amount of the time-consuming work load of look-
ing and trying to find specific inventory to fill their dealership needs/
demands off the buying dealers hands. Simply put, CarBids does all 
the work for them. CarBids “Hot Search” system provides a variety 
of specific search options in order to quickly pinpoint the vehicles of 
their choice. This will include year, make, model, mileage, exterior and 
interior color options, condition report, price, and even the CarFax, 
just to name a few. Once this information is placed on the buying deal-
er’s “Hot Search” list, CarBids will continuously search the database 
from each and every selling dealer’s and wholesaler’s inventory that’s 
in CarBids system throughout the country 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, 365 days a year.  CarBids will then immediately notify the buyer 
through multiple channels of communication once their desired vehi-
cle or “Hot Search” list has been matched.  This lets them know when, 
where, and what category the vehicle will be placed in. 

There are many benefits to the dealers we serve and pages 11 and 12 outline the 
top six that CarBids believes will be instrumental in building repeat business.

24/7 TO PURCHASE AND SELL:

HOT SEARCH FEATURE:

OUR FLAT FEE TO BUY AND SELL:
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Our long term partnership with Autoxloo will allow CarBids to remain at the fore-
front of new technology integration. CarBids will work tirelessly to create new 
benefits while maintaining those we currently offer.

Our agreement with our dealers means that sellers guarantee their 
vehicles for 21 days, or until the buyer fully inspects and accepts the 
purchase. A buyer has 4 days to inspect the vehicle once it has 
arrived to their location. This is an extra level of assurance that the 
buyers get what they expect and are paying for.

A Buyer’s money goes into a CarBids “escrow” account and is re-
leased to the Seller once the inspection and approval has been facilitat-
ed. This is an honor based transaction where Dealer to Dealer respect 
is enhanced through our policies and procedures that each dealer 
agrees to before working on our platform.

Our auction platform will estimate the cost from seller to buyer to facili-
tate the transportation, making it easy for the dealers using our platform 
to handle their transportation needs. Dealers can use their own trans-
portation however the convenience offered on CarBids.com makes it 
easier to facilitate.

SECURE TRANSACTIONS:

21 DAY BUYER GUARANTEE:

SHIPPING GRID LOGISTICS:
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There’s a minimum of (5) ways our dealers save money by using CarBids.com online auction 
as featured in this image. These savings can be substantial over the course of just a few trans-
actions, and over the course of an entire year can easily exceed more than $10,000 in savings. 
Brick and Mortar based auctions are risky for dealers, both large or small, and CarBids pro-
vides an amazing alternative.
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The current technologies being offered by CarBids.com in cooperation with Autoxloo.com will 
attract dealers because we know what dealers want and need.

By providing a high standard in customer service before, during, 
and after the transaction, CarBids will set the new level of service 
standards that will appeal to those we have the privilege of serv-
ing. The new services and cooperative partnerships being de-
veloped by CarBids now is an intimate part of our IP (intellectual 
property) and will not be fully elaborated upon in this 
business profile.

It all starts with service…
Some dealers and brokers are looking for high quality features that will help them save time 
and money so that they can increase their own profitability. In some cases, the needs of an 
individual dealer or broker are unique and require special attention and/or a higher level of 
service.

That being said we have several new revenue streams we will 
introduce within the first 12 to 18 months of operation and we are very excited to 

grow from there.
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CarBids has custom created our financial projections using a three tier system.  This is where 
we describe what our 100% sales capacity may likely be in each revenue stream, and then we 
tier it down into 80%, 70%, and 60% to show a range of potentiality. We then cross reference 
expenditures on high, moderate, and low expectations to conclude with a realistic range Car-
Bids will surely fall into. We acknowledge that a finite set of financial projections cannot be 
substantiated, so our formulas are presented to be more realistic.

Being an online auction platform does not limit us to a state or region, and this increases the 
probability of our ability to capture market share. The auto auction industry, be it brick and 
mortar or online based, represents billions of dollars in transactions annually.

CarBids’ ability to capture even a small portion of this business initially will ensure our long 
term success. Our CBDT (core business development team) consists of seasoned profession-
als within the automotive sales industry, and our platform is unlike anything available today.

Our Founder and CEO, Dan Langley, is leading our CBDT to get new dealers signed up and 
ready to use our platform once we launch. His extensive expertise and knowledge of how auto 
auctions currently work, along with the issues and struggles of today’s dealerships trying to 
constantly find quality inventory, has allowed CarBids.com to create a demand that leads to 
new users signing up with us. If you have any specific questions about our financial assump-
tions, or any other part of this business profile do not hesitate to contact us anytime and we 
will be happy to elaborate. 

CarBids has already secured sincere interest, that borders on com-
plete commitment, by 400+ dealers to begin using our platform once 
operational.  We are absolutely confident that we can grow from 
there very quickly.
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Notes: The formulas used represent: a.) a two way $89 transaction fee totaling $178 for buying 
and selling vehicles through our online auction, b.) CarBids will receive a 5% fee for the trans-
portation services derived off the total cost, c.) CarBids will receive a 5% fee off all products 
and services sold through our platform and a minimum flat rate fee for concierge services 
will be $199. Our formulas are a very simple, however, instrumental part of our IP (intellectual 
property), and can be shared selectively upon request in order to establish how we arrived at 
the above figures related to potential revenue. These figures are pre-tax, post expenditure (PT/
PE) and do not reflect true profitability.
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*Notes: (*Other) represents unknowns that CarBids realizes will need to be figured into our ex-
penses. We have set this figure on a realistic basis. *Other also includes knowns that are not 
itemized individually. The “High” column represents what CarBids will expect to spend at the 
higher tiers of our revenue whereas the “Moderate” and “Low” columns are at the lower tiers 
of our revenue expectations. Again, the formulas used to derive these figures are a part of our 
IP and are not meant for initial public consumption. Repayment of private loans, and or inves-
tor returns are not shown herein.
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Notes: As an example, if you take 100% revenue minus high expenses, the PT/PE profitability 
is $25,920,000 for 2019 through 2020. CarBids does not expect to reach the highest level of 
income for the business, however, these figures are a representation of our “capacity” to gen-
erate the revenue shown after becoming operational in 2018. It should also be noted that Car 
Bids only projects having 1,000 dealers on our platform in the first year and only 1,500 for the 
second year, a number we can easily exceed.
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The strategies outlined below are the “exact same” as those outlined in our business profile 
for our phase two development.

This business profile is not a solicitation for investment capital and no allocation of or prom-
ise of securities in any form are being offered through this document. That being said, the 
following primary options are available and are being explored by CarBids.com and its Senior 
Management.

The registering of a PPM (private place-
ment memorandum) such as a 506 Regu-
lation D (b) is something we are consider-
ing.

The private sale of equity into our busi-
ness to a premier Cooperative Partner, 
several of which we are in negotiations 
with now.

Through a PLA (private loan 
agreement) created and structured to 
adhere to all applicable State and Federal 
compliance and regulatory guidelines.

Through other creative strategies such as 
an acquisition or merger where the assets 
and income of the entity(ies) can be lever-
aged for our financial benefit.

CarBids.com and our parent company 
GetCarBids, Inc. are exploring a diversity 
of options to raise the capital we need. In 
order to successfully launch our e-com-
merce platform and start generating 
immediate revenue, we are considering 
raising capital in stages if necessary. 

The specifics of our decision, and the 
details of the “how to’s” we use, will be-
come another element in our IP (intellec-
tual property), and as a result, will not be 
openly disclosed. We are, however, con-
fident that one or more of the strategies 
listed herein, and others not disclosed, 
will be successful for us and we are excit-
ed about the possibilities.
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Our two primary strengths are in the de-
mand for our online auction platform and 
in the fact that CarBids already has 400+ 
dealers and brokers ready to sign-up.

Through the careful selection of our 
CBDT (core business development 
team) we have worked to diligently 

eliminate weaknesses.

CarBids has the ability to cap-
ture market share and to grow 
our offerings through both 
website and app platforms.

As with any industry, our 
primary threats are in state and 
federal regulation changes that 

may impact how we do business 
and we stay current on changes.

S W

TO
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CarBids.com is working with industry leaders to build a platform where 
we can perform for those we serve. Our CBDT (core business develop-
ment team) has researched a large number of options and have formed 
working relationships, directly and indirectly, with other businesses that 
are instrumental to our success and who have a desire to work with Car-
Bids on a long term basis.  A complete list of our Cooperatives can be 
given upon request since this list will evolve as we grow our platforms.

Autoxloo is building our cus-
tom platform for CarBids.com 
to include our mobile apps.  
They are an industry Leader 
with a proven track record of 
success.

Through Autoxloo and/or our own direct build-outs, 
CarBids.com will have api access to other platforms 
and this may include CarFax.com.
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CarBids will grow our Cooperative Partnerships through creating a mutually 
beneficial environment that encourages active participation in the things that 
we do together and/or for each other.

CarBids will maintain a high level of communication with our Cooperative Part-
ners to see how we can perform better and to discuss opportunities for us to 
grow our relationships further.

CarBids understands that our Cooperative Partners, like us, need results from 
actively participating in any initiatives agreed upon, and our intentions are to 
help our Cooperative Partners reach their own goals.
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CarBids online auction will be a user friendly environment where those we 
serve have access to tools that make their jobs easier to perform and save 
them money. We want our brokers and dealers to use CarBids more and 
more.  To accomplish this, we must provide the highest standard of cus-
tomer service possible and work with our brokers and dealers to make their 
experiences on CarBids.com great every time. By doing this, CarBids culti-
vates our relationships with each user of our platform individually.

WITH OUR BROKERS AND DEALERS:

WITH OUR SERVICE PROVIDERS AND VENDORS:
Our platform will provide the service providers and vendors we select with 
a continuous flow of new potential customers, which has tremendous value. 
By “making available” the products and services of our service providers 
and vendors without sales pitching to every visitor that comes to our web-
site, we cultivate trust and rely on the fact that our platform options sell 
themselves. This cultivates a positive relationship with each service provid-
er and vendor as they see their sales increase because of their availability 
on our platform.
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We are going to operate the most user friendly, economical, and 
beneficial online auction platform in the United States.

Aside from saving both our dealers and Customers time and money, our websites 
and mobile apps in phases one and two will provide our users with an easy experi-
ence they will want to use over and over again.

CarBids has assembled an amazing Senior Management Team and is 
building a highly effective CBDT (core business development team).

Our focus on Cooperative Partnerships and on streamlining the online auto auc-
tion processes is laser targeted, and what we are doing has not been done before.

Everything!

Just wait 
and you 
will see for 
yourself!
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The experts at Autoxloo.com agree that once our custom software/platform is complete 
and operational for the Dealer to Dealer online auction, we can quickly transition into 
phase two where our focus will be on the 

Consumer Retail Reverse Auction platform
Our concept is already in place, as you can read in the second business profile accom-
panying this one, all we have to do is build-out the second website and mobile apps. 
This is easier once we have a foundation that is derived from the first software/ platform 
we are creating now.

Autoxloo.com has a reputation in the auto auction industry that is second to none, and 
is the Lead Developer for both platforms owned by CarBids. 

Additional information may be shared, however, we have chosen to protect the intimate 
details of our IP (intellectual property).

Both websites are uniquely 
different and both bring to 
the industry a new way of 
buying and selling vehicles 
online, as well as offering 
services that complement 
the process.
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Our IP (intellectual property) has a value which drastically increases the closer we get to 
launching our first platform for the Dealer to Dealer.

CarBids.com 
has signed 
a long-term    
contractual  
partnership 
agreement with 
Autoxloo.com 
and we now 
share their ex-
tensive IP.

What we can share, is that CarBids will be utilizing the 
most current technologies available and will have API 
(application programming interface) agreements with 
other data providers so that we can meet and then ex-
ceed the requirements of those we serve. Other plat-
forms do use current technologies and offer a wide 
range of data port access from different entities via API 
access.  This is not something we will recreate.

CarBids will simply create a more user friendly, econom-
ical, and varied platform with functions that make the 
vehicle buying processes for brokers and dealers more 
streamlined.

Certain aspects of our IP may be shared upon request 
based on a predetermined, need to know basis, so feel 
free to contact us for more information.

Our IP (intellectual property) has a value which drastically increases the closer we get tlau 
ching our first platform for the Dealer to Dealer.
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Other information falls under our need to protect our IP (intellectual property) 
so that we do not disclose the intimate details of what we are doing.

Everything Else:

While the numbers presented are in the 100% revenue capacity of the first two 
categories of sales transactions and transportation, what you do not see is 
the formulas used and how we have presented those figures. For example, we 
only show 1000 brokers/dealers using our platform within the first 18 months 
of operation. However, we already have 400 dealerships committed and excited 
about the launch of this operation. Of the lowest possible number of transac-
tions we expect from each broker/dealer, we only show 40% (or less) of them 
using our transportation services where we only receive a 5% fee. In reality, 
the numbers are much higher, so we have been reserved in our projections. 

How we arrived at our Financial Projections:

We have chosen to selectively share more intimate details of our broker and 
dealers, as well as the major corporations who have an interest in participating 
with us. We already have a growing list of brokers, dealers, Cooperative Part-
ners, Service Providers, Vendors, and Major Corporations who are committed 
to doing business with CarBids and we can easily grow this list quickly.

About our Dealers and Cooperative Partners:

Our platform is currently under development and design and while we know 
the “How’s”, we have multiple options to choose from. Our merchant portal 
will likely be customized to fit our unique needs which will be completed by 
our bank or merchant services provider using the API guidelines set forth by 
our Developer, Autoxloo.

About the Financial Transaction Functions:

Our core business development team is currently made up of paid consultants, 
contractors, and businesses who are working for CarBids through contract 
agreements. Some of these members may become more involved, and others 
may assist CarBids in selecting candidates to fill the positions. We are building 
a highly capable CBDT and many roles are not yet filled with our own person-
nel.

About our CBDT:
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The good news is that “Doing Business with CarBids.com” now represents “Doing Business 
with Autoxloo.com” as well because of our long-term partnership agreement. This partnership 
will enable CarBids.com to create two amazing auto auction platforms unlike anything in the 
marketplace today and we are excited about our phased rollouts. We invite you to do business 
with us as a Lender, Investor, Cooperative Partner, or as a broker or dealer as CarBids.com 
represents the newest technologies to make buying and selling vehicles easy.

CarBids.com will be operational soon and released immediately upon the completion of our 
internal beta testing. If you are a broker or dealer, please contact us to discuss the benefits of 
working with us and to schedule a free demo of what we are able to do for you.

We are absolutely confident that what CarBids.com brings to the table of your success is 
worthy of both your consideration and participation.

Have an incredible day!

Dan Langley
Founder and CEO CarBids.com
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